
Victorian Women Writers:  Representing Women 
in Victorian Poetry and Prose 

(English 381RWR and Women’s Studies 383 WR) 
Instructor:  Kathryn Crowther    Class time:      MWF 11:45-12:35  

Office:       Callaway N-207                 Classroom:     Church School Bldg 422             

Email:        kcrowth@learnlink.emory.edu   Office Hours:  M 10-11, W 12:45-2  

  

 

 
[Home], then, I believe to be, — will you not admit it to be — the woman's true place and power? But 
do you not see that, to fulfill this, she must — as far as one can use such terms of a human creature — 

be incapable of error? So far as she rules, all must be right, or nothing is. She must be enduringly, 

incorruptibly good; instinctively, infallibly wise — wise, not for self-development, but for self-
renunciation: wise, not that she may set herself above her husband, but that she may never fail from 

his side: wise, not with the narrowness of insolent and loveless pride, but with the passionate 
gentleness of an infinitely variable, because infinitely applicable, modesty of service — the true 

changefulness of woman. 

      John Ruskin “Of Queen’s Gardens” (1865) 

Course Description 
 

In this course we will explore the constructions of femininity, sexuality and domesticity which 

originated in the image of the “Angel in the House” and were invoked and subverted in the poetry and 

prose of Victorian women writers.  Beginning in Unit One with the image of the Victorian Angel as 

described by prominent male authors, we will examine the portrayal of such “angels” in George 

Eliot’s Adam Bede.  Implicit in the discussion of womanhood and femininity is the centrality of the 

physical body, the depiction of which we will examine from several perspectives in the next unit. 

Unit Two.  In our reading of Lady Audley’s Secret and Villette, we will examine literary texts to 

discover how appetite and desire are conflated and how the threat of the New Woman becomes 

invocative/indicative of a dangerous consumption and sexual excess.  As Susan Bordo has observed, 

modern ideas about body image, dieting and sexuality arose with the Victorians – the first people to 

willingly deny themselves food in order to attain a desired body shape.   

Unit Three turns to the political debates of the day and studies how the campaigns for voting and 

economic reform intersected with the early feminist movement, beginning with the “reform novels” of 

women writers like George Eliot and Elizabeth Gaskell and continued by the more fully developed 

suffrage movement.  The “New Woman” who emerged at the end of the century stands in contrast to 

the colonized “Other” woman of the British Empire. In this unit we will read Olive Schreiner’s Life on 
an African Farm and the little known Keynotes –short stories by George Egerton.  The latter will serve 

as a transition to our final project:  working with Emory’s Women Writer’s Resource Project in the 

Beck center.  During the last weeks of the semester, we will examine previously unedited texts and 

learn about biographical and critical research.  Finally, students will present their research on a 

particular text or an author. 

mailto:kcrowth@learnlink.emory.edu
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Texts:  
 

George Eliot.     Adam Bede (1859) 

Charlotte Brontë .   Jane Eyre (1847) 

Mary Elizabeth Braddon.  Lady Audley’s Secret (1862) 

Charlotte Brontë.   Villette (1853) 

Elizabeth Gaskell.   Mary Barton (1845-7) 

Olive Schreiner.    Life on an African Farm (1883) 

Elizabeth Barrett Browning.   Aurora Lee (1864) 

George Egerton.    Keynotes (1893) 
 

A dictionary and thesaurus. 
 

Objectives: 

 

       To develop a vocabulary to talk about the literature of the Victorian era.  To learn about the  

         historical period and to understand how the social and cultural background of the period        

         informs and is reflected in the literature. 

 

       To participate in the discussion of literature with your peers, understanding that a fruitful  

         classroom exchange comes from careful reading, thoughtful questioning, attentive listening   

         and strong verbal skills. 

 

       To hone the close-reading skills necessary for the analysis of literature and to learn how to  

         present your reading of a text to your peers. 

 

       To explore the different library and electronic resources available on Victorian Literature.   

         To learn how to effectively research and use criticism to enhance your understanding of  a  

          text.  To navigate and utilize the resources of Emory’s Women Writers Resource Project.  

 

       To develop a set of questions about a text which then can be crafted into a research project.   

         To hone your questions into a concise thesis statement and to approach the writing process  

          as a multi-stage process of research, drafting, instructor and peer feedback and editing.  

 

Course Requirements:    
 

Attendance: 

       Coming to class on time and prepared is imperative.  

 

       Be punctual!  Every excessive tardy will count as a partial absence (1/4).  Thus,  

  4 tardies  =  one unexcused absence. 

 

       If you exceed three absences, I will drop your final grade one grade level (ie. a "B" will 

  become a "B-") per absence. 

       Missing more than 8 classes will result in an "F" for the course. Missing class for a  

  university-sponsored event requires a letter from the appropriate administrator before the  

  absence.  Assignments are still due on the original date. 

 

      Emergency situations will require a conference with the instructor outside of class. 
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       Papers are due at the beginning of class.  If you are absent the day a paper is due it is still 

  your responsibility to turn in that paper before class.  Late work will not be accepted, except  

  at my discretion (with a grading penalty).   

 

Participation (10%): 

 
Your attendance is required in both senses of the word; that means that you must not only be 

physically but mentally present as well.  In addition, you must be prepared for class in order to 

benefit the rest of us and in order to receive the full benefit of the class yourself.  If I see evidence 

that you are unprepared for class or not mentally present, I will count you absent.  This includes 

sleeping, talking, or working on materials for other classes during class.  You are required to do 

all reading/writing assignments and come to class with all materials.  Additionally, you will be 

expected to engage actively in class discussion and to post short assignments to our learnlink site. 

Occasional “Reading Pop Quizzes” (awarded plus, check, minus) will be factored into your 

participation grade.  Come to class ready to think and speak and argue; you will have a much 

more enjoyable time if you do.  

 

Assignments/Particulars: 

 

 Come to class prepared to talk about the texts assigned.  This involves keeping up with the 

reading, developing a set of questions or observations that you can share with the class.  We 

will discuss close-reading strategies in class, but advise that you become an “active” reader – 

taking notes and highlighting important passages as you read. 

 

 You will write 3 critical essays during the semester:   

         - 2 shorter essays (5-7 pages) which will be close-reading and analysis of a primary text 

   - A final research paper (7-10 pages) which will utilize both the resources of the Women 

     Writers Resource Project and the primary and secondary texts we have read.  I will give 

     you a handout detailing the specific requirements.  Your paper should include at least 4 

     secondary sources and should be accompanied by a short annotated bibliography. 

 

  You will also complete eight 1-2 page response papers during the semester.  These papers  

    serve as a way to generate ideas for your longer papers, and as a way to hone your writing  

    skills.  There will be one make-up date late in the semester. 

 

 Papers must be typed in 12 point font, double-spaced, with 1 inch margins and must be in 

   MLA standard style format. 1 page = approx 250 words 

 

 You are also required to give one presentation on the text under discussion – this may be an 

analytical presentation or a critical presentation ( I will supply you with a list of possible 

critical articles).  The analytical presentation will be a 15 minute discussion of our current 

text and should address specific passages.  You should also generate a set of questions for 

the class which will be laid out on a formal handout. The critical presentation will explicate 

an article from a book or journal about the text we are reading.   

You will also give a final presentation on your work with the Women Writers Resource 

Project.  I will give you a handout detailing the required form and content for each type of  

presentation.   
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Grading   
  Papers 1 & 2       40% 

  Final Paper and annotated bibliography:     25% 

  Response papers      15%  

Presentation:       10%  

Participation:          10% 

 

Honor Code: The Emory Honor Code is in effect in this class and will be strictly enforced.  The 

student bears primary responsibility for understanding the nature of academic honesty and 

avoiding plagiarism.  The plagiarism statement is available online at 

http://www.emory.edu/COLLEGE/students/honor.html.  A student found guilty of plagiarism 

will receive at least an "F" for the paper in question, and may be liable for an "F" in the course, 

and disciplinary action by the University. 

 

Miscellaneous info: If you require special arrangements to meet course requirements, because of 

a disability or any other circumstance, you must let me know as soon as possible. If you join the 

class late in Drop/Add, you are responsible for making up missed assignments. 

 

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE 

 
UNIT 1 (8/27-9/17)  Fashioning the Victorian Woman: The Angel in the House  

 

Fr. Sept. 3: Response paper #1 

 

Fr. Sept. 10:   Response paper #2  

 

Fr. Sept. 17:  PAPER 1 DUE 

 
UNIT 2 (9/20-10/22) Victorian Bodies:  Consumption, Desire and Deviance   
 

Fr. Sept. 24 Response Paper #3 

 
Fr. Oct. 1 Response Paper #4 

 

Fr. Oct. 8  Response paper #5 

 

 Fr. Oct. 15 Response paper #6 

  

 Fr. Oct. 22 PAPER 2 DUE 

 

UNIT 3 (10/25-12/06) Reform at Home and Abroad:  Suffrage, Empire, and the New  

Woman 

 

Fr. Oct. 29  Response paper # 7 

 

 Fr. Nov. 5 Response Paper # 8 

 

 M. Dec. 13 FINAL PAPER DUE 5PM  

http://www.emory.edu/COLLEGE/students/honor.html
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Unit One   Fashioning the Victorian Woman: The Angel in the 
House 

 

 
 

Week 1     

 

F.  Aug. 27:   Introductions; Syllabus.  Selected texts. 

 

Week 2    
 

M. Aug. 30: “The Angel in the House” (excerpts) and other selections (handout). 

 

W. Sept. 1: The Women of England: Their Social Duties and Domestic Habits. Sarah 

Stickney Ellis’ (ER)  

Victorian Women. Joan Perkin. 1993.  Selected Chapters (ER).  

 

F. Sept. 3:   “Of Queen’s Gardens.” Sesame and Lillies. John Ruskin. 1864 (ER) 

Response paper #1 
 

Week 3 

 

M. Sept. 6: Labor Day – no class 

 

W. Sept. 8:   Adam Bede  

 

F. Sept. 10: Adam Bede 

Response paper #2 

 

Week 4 

 

M. Sept. 13:   Adam Bede 

 

W. Sept. 15:  Finish Adam Bede.   

 

F.  Sept 17: Trip to the Library – Intro to Research Techniques 

            PAPER 1 DUE 
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Unit Two  Victorian Bodies:  Consumption, Desire and Deviance 

 
 

Week 5 Deviant Bodies… 

 

M. Sept. 20: Jane Eyre 

 

W. Sept. 22: Jane Eyre 

 

F. Sept. 24: Jane Eyre 

Response Paper #3 

 

Week 6  …Deviant Sexuality 

 

M. Sept. 27: Jane Eyre 

 

W. Sept. 29:   “Goblin Market” (ER) 

 

F. Oct. 1: Excerpts from Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea 

Response Paper #4 

 

Week 7     Controlling the Body:  Gaze, Reproduction, and Power 

 

M. Oct. 4: Lady Audley’s Secret 

  

W. Oct. 6:  Lady Audley’s Secret 

 

F. Oct 8: Lady Audley’s Secret 

  Response paper #5 

 

Week 8      Controlling the Body continued:  Appetite, Anorexia and Sexuality 

 

M. Oct. 11:  FALL BREAK – no class.  Read Villette! 
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W. Oct. 13: Villette 

   

F. Oct. 15: Villette 

Response paper #6 

 

Week 9 

 

M. Oct. 18: Villette 

 

W. Oct. 20: Poetry of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (ER) 

 

F. Oct. 22: Selected poetry (ER) 

PAPER 2 DUE 

 

        

Unit Three   Reform at Home and Abroad:  Suffrage, Empire, 
and the New Woman 

 

 
 

 

Week 10       Women Reformers and Reforming Women 

 
M. Oct. 25:   Mary Barton 

 

W. Oct. 27:  Mary Barton 

 

F. Oct. 29: Mary Barton 

  Response paper # 7 

 

Week 11         Imperialism and Empire 

 

M. Nov. 1: Life on an African Farm  
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W. Nov. 3: Life on an African Farm 

 

F. Nov. 5: Life on an African Farm 

  Response Paper # 8 

 

Week 12        The Woman Question/The New Woman 

 

M. Nov. 8: Aurora Leigh 

 

W. Nov. 10: Aurora Leigh 

 

F. Nov. 12: Aurora Leigh 

  Response paper make-up date 

 

Week 13 The Fin-de-Siecle Woman 

 

M. Nov. 15: Keynotes 

 

W. Nov. 17: Keynotes 

 

F. Nov. 19:  Learning to use the Women Writers Resource Project 

 

Recommended:  Stetz, Margaret D. Keynotes: A New Woman, Her 

Publisher, and Her Material Studies in the Literary Imagination. 30(1):89-

106. 1997  

 

  FINAL PAPER PROPOSAL & BIBILIOGRAPHY DUE 

 

Week 14 Exploring “Underread” Victorian Fiction 

 

M. Nov. 22  Trip to the Beck Center 

 

W. Nov. 24  Excerpts from The New Nineteenth Century: Feminist Readings of 

Underread Victorian Fiction. 

 

F. Nov. 26 THANKSGIVING 

 

Week 15 

 

M. Nov. 29 Presentations of Women Writers Resource Project 

 

W. Dec.  1 Presentations Cont. 

 

F. Dec. 3 Presentations Cont.   

 

M. Dec 6.   Final discussion. Evaluations 

 

 FINAL PAPER DUE 5PM DEC 14  
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Important dates 

1811-1820:  The Regency Period -- George, Prince of Wales, named Regent for his 

father, George III, who is declared insane  

1815:  Napoleon defeated at Waterloo; 

Corn Bill passed, forbidding the importation of foreign wheat, keeping the 

price of bread high  

1819:   Peterloo Massacre: 11 reform demonstrators killed by British soldiers  

1820:   Accession of George IV  

1830:  July Revolution in France; Accession of Louis Philippe; publication of Sir 

Thomas Lyell’s Principles of Geology  

1832:  First Reform Bill passed by British Parliament, granting men of the lower 

middle-classes the vote with a ten-pound householder requirement that 

excluded the working classes. Qualification for participation in 

government defined as the possession of property and a regular income.  

1834:   New Poor Law (NPL) passed by Parliament  

1836-42:  Terrible economic depression in England  

1837:   Accession of Victoria  

1838-1841:  Formation of the Chartist Movement, in the wake of disappointment with 

the 1832 Bill and the NPL. Chartism organized disparate local groups by 

articulating a sense of purpose and unity. Beginnings of centralized 

working-class political movement.  

1838-9:  Major unrest in Northern manufacturing districts. Working-class uprising 

perceived as a very real threat.  

1839:  Publication of Sarah Stickney Ellis’ The Women of England: Their Social 

Duties and Domestic Habits  

1842:  Series of strikes and violent demonstrations in the manufacturing districts 

foregrounds working-class dissatisfaction. Entire districts stopped 

working.  

1846:   Repeal of the Corn Laws  

1847:  Organization of the “Ten Hours” Movement  
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1848:  Continental Revolutions: Paris, Berlin, Vienna; 

Collapse of the Chartist movement in England  

1850:  Death of Wordsworth; Alfred Lord Tennyson becomes Poet Laureate; 

publication of his In Memoriam  

1851:   The Great Exhibition in London  

1867:  Second Reform Bill passed by Parliament, granting near-universal male 

suffrage  

1892:   Death of Tennyson  

1895:   First performance of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest 

 


